
TEACHING NOTES FOR OBOE STUDENTS 

From Mrs Kenwood-Herriott, Specialist Oboe Teacher for Artforms 

HOW TO PLAY LOW NOTES WELL 

The low notes on the oboe can be quite a challenge to play, & even the most 

advanced players can occasionally have a little trouble !  There are some pointers 

I can give you to help with them & hopefully this advice may help. 

1. FINGERING

When we play low notes there are a lot of fingers on the oboe. The fingers 

have to exactly cover the holes for the note to work. If your fingers are not 

quite covering one of the holes the note may not “speak” well. Check that 

your fingers are covering the holes & that you are pressing down firmly.

2. REED

The reed can make it hard to produce low notes. If the two blades of cane are 

close together it can be hard to get the air through it & make the reed vibrate. 
Reeds with a close aperture (blades close together) are often much better for 

playing the higher notes. If possible, try & choose another reed that is a bit 

more open, & this should make it easier to get lower notes . 

If a reed is quite hard to blow (the resistance is too strong) then try & choose 

an easier-blowing reed. 

My strategy, these days, is to have a few reeds on the go -  the idea is to be 

able to choose the reed to suit the occasion. As you become more advanced as 

an oboe player you may be buying 3 or 4 reeds as an order. You can play them 

all to assess their playing qualities & find the things that they do well. 



3. EMBOUCHURE

The mouth position on the reed helps a lot when playing low notes. Try to 

relax your jaw a bit, opening up a space inside your mouth. I often tell my 

pupils to think “hot potato”. Imagine that you have a really hot spud in your 

mouth, too hot to touch!  

The key thing is not to squeeze the reed & hold the reed in your mouth 

without pressing on it. 

Also, think about “rolling out” your lips slightly so that you are playing more 

towards the tip of the reed. The tip is the most sensitive part of the reed as it 

is very thinly scraped & vibrates most easily. This can help quite a lot in 

producing the low notes. 

4. BREATH SUPPORT

When we blow through our instruments we need to use muscular support to 

control the breath. The  muscles that are best to use are the abdominal 

muscles, around the belly button & below. These muscles support the 

diaphragm & on top of the diaphragm are the lungs. Good diaphragmatic 

breathing (from the belly)  is a key technique for successful playing. 

5. USING THE TONGUE TO START THE NOTE

Using your tongue correctly to start your notes is really important as it gives 

you control over starting the reed vibrating. You should start all your notes 

with the tongue unless you are slurring. 

The tip of the tongue needs to touch the reed before you start to blow. You 

take the tongue off as you start to blow & the tongue helps to “kick start” the 

reed into action. To keep the note going you need to maintain your breath 

support & keep blowing steadily. 



GETTING THINGS IN THE RIGHT ORDER! 

To play successful low notes you must get everything in the right order – all 

the aspects of playing that I have mentioned here. 

Breath support should be firmed up before the start of the note. 

The fingers need to be firmly in place covering the holes. 

The embouchure should adjust to the rolled out position enabling blowing the 

reed a little more towards the tip,  & a more relaxed position, slightly dropping 

the lower jaw. 

The tip of the tongue needs to be placed against the tip of the reed. 

As you start to blow you take the tongue away from the reed maintaining the 

breath support & air flow, & firm fingers.   

Listening all the time is really important & maintaining high concentration. 

For successful low notes try & anticipate before they come up in the music so 

that you are ready for them when they occur. 

PRACTISE LOW NOTES REGULARLY 

Low notes are quite difficult on the oboe so it is a good idea to keep practising 

them very regularly so that you develop your skills in being able to play them 

well. Long notes are really good warm ups when you start a practice session & 

some of these could be low notes. 

As you get better at blowing low notes you can start to think in terms of 

developing  a good dynamic range  

Piano     Mezzo piano      Mezzo forte      Forte     Pianissimo     Crescendo 

Diminuendo 

All these varying dynamics will help you to “colour” your sound & play with 

interest & variety of tone. 

Really good luck with your low notes !




